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Dicsoft GPhone Video Converter features user friendly interface, offers a lot of options and
high conversion speed. Whether you need to convert your videos from one format to another,
Convert them to Goole GPhone compatible format so you can share with friends, Dicsoft
GPhone Video Converter can do it all for you.

This program also offers a flexible setting of advanced options. It offers an extensive array of
options for complete control over how the software functions. The software is fully functional
and can be utilized easily by users of any experience level. You can customize and choose
between different conversion profiles (low quality, medium quality, and high quality)

MPG to MP4 converter, MOV to WMV converter, convert MKV to 3GP
Convert ANY video files to GPhone Video format at one time.

Key Features

Convert video to GPhone Video format

Support all GPhone Video models, Support GPhone MP4 video, GPhone(AVC H.264 video),
GPhone Video MPEG-4 video output.

Trim video length

Specify the split file size or customize split size/time, and then this converter will split one file
into several ones automatically when converting to GPhone video.

Powerful settings

It provides powerful setting for you to edit your movies so you can convert video to playback
on your mobile phone with the best movie effects

All encoders/codecs are built-in

The software integrates with all video/audio encoders/codecs - users can convert all
supported formats once download the program.

Supports batch conversion

Batch conversion and multithreading are supported in the movie converter, thus multiple
conversions can be processed at the same time in high efficiency.
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Supports preview

Users can choose to preview the input files before conversion.

Excellent output quality

You can select video size, bit rate, NTSC/PAL, frame rate, audio codec, sample rate, etc.

System Requirements

Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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